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Robbie Sams is Mutzmag in Tom Davenport's film 
Mutzmag: An Appalachian Folktale. 

Edward Counts 

Mutzmag. Tom Davenport. 1992. 16mm. color. 
53m. 

Elk tales are meant to be told, to be spoken, to 
be delivered orally. Each teller modifies the story 
to fit his or her own style and setting, never telling 
it the same way twice. Folk tales are meant to be 
heard. The storyteller's voice and personality are 
the expressive elements. So, when writers, or 
filmmakers, commit folk tales to a permanent 
medium - print or film - they are departing from 
that tradition. But there is also a tradition of 
putting folk tales and fairy tales down on paper or 
recording them on film. Many fairy tales and folk 
tales have been collected and documented by the 
Grimm Brothers in Europe (over 200) and Richard 
Chase in America. Further, these have provided 
filmmakers with rich sources of stories - from 
Disney's Snow White, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, 
and Beauty and the Beast to Tom Davenport's 
films set in the American South based on Grimm 
Brothers' fairy tales (Hansel and Gretel, Rapunzel, 
and others) and his films derived from Richard 
Chase's collections of Appalachian folk tales (Ash pet 
and Mutzmag.) All of these productions do not 
follow literal transcriptions of the written ver
sions, but are interpreted and adapted to fit the 
medium and potential audiences. 

So, based on all of the above, how does one 
analyze Tom and Mimi Davenport's lat

est work, Mutzmag --an adaptation of 
an Appalachian folk tale? Most view
ers will not be interested in the social, 
historical, and psychological proper

ties of folk tales or the formalities of 
filmmaking. They will know, however, 

whether or not this movie touched them, moved 
them, taught them a moral, scared them, made 
them think about something and in so doing, 
entertained them. 

Producer and director Tom Davenport respects 
and honors the tradition of telling folk tales. As a 
filmmaker, he is a storyteller and, as storytellers 
have done for centuries, he makes the folk tales he 
produces "his." He was quoted in an article by Joan 
Leotta (Parent & Child, March/April, 1992) as 
saying, "I reach into the soul of the story to find the 
way in which it speaks to the dignity of man and 
then place it into my own, often local, setting, and 
into a particular time period in American history." 
Even his cast and crew contribute ideas and sug
gestions during the creation of his film. So, if you 
read Richard Chase's printed version of Mutzmag 
you will see that Davenport has deleted some 
things and added some things in this film version. 

Set in the Southern Appalachians in the early 
1920's, this film is the story ofMutzmag, a young 
girl and her two self-centered and materialistic 
older sisters Poll and Nance. Early in the story, 
their mother dies, leaving what meager posses
sions she had to her daughters. She leaves an old 
knife to Mutzmag. Soon, the sisters, who see 
themselves as "two fine ladies", decide to leave 
their little cabin in search of a better life. At first, 
they do not want Mutzmag to come along, but they 
say that if Mutzmag can fill a riddel with water, 
according to Richard Chase, "an old time sifter
thing all full ofholes," she can accompany them as 
their ''help." Mutzmag goes to the creek, places 
moss and mud over the holes and fills it. While she 
is doing that, Poll and Nance leave. However 
Mutzmag catches up with them. Down the road a 
bit, Poll and Nance trick Mutzmag into entering 
an old shop house. They latch her in and continue 
their journey. However, using the old knife her 
mother gave her, Mutzmag escapes and catches up 
with her sisters again. As the day gets dark and 
the three girls become tired and hungry, they stop 
at two cabins and ask for a place to sleep for the 
night. At the first cabin, they are warned by a lady 
to leave the area. Nearby, at the second cabin, a 
hospitable woman invites them in, feeds them and 
gives them a place to sleep in the attic with her 
three daughters. When Poll and Nance fall asleep, 
Mutzmag overhears the woman (a witch) talking 

to a very large man (the Giant) who has arrived in 
the night. They are planning to eatMutzmag, Poll, 
and Nance! However, Mutzmag hears the witch 
tell the giant that of the six girls sleeping in the 
attic, the witch's three daughters are the ones with 
the nightcaps. Quickly, Mutzmagtakes the night
caps off the witch's daughters and places them on 
herself and Poll and Nance. The giant reaches into 
the attic, and quietly and slowly breaks the necks 
of the three daughters, who he thinks are Mutzmag, 
Poll, and Nance, and pulls them out of the attic. 
When the witch sees what has happened, she is 
furious. A cartoon-style fight ensues between the 
giant and the witch as Mutzmag, Poll, and Nance 
escape from the attic by tying sheets together. It 
is not clear though, whether or not the witch and 
the giant eat the daughters. The story continues 
with other adventures after the self-sufficient 
Mutzmag splits with her sisters. She will never 
see Poll and Nance again. At the request of a rich 
man and his wife, she outwits and destroys the 
witch and giant. One incident that stands out is 
Mutzmag's rescue of the rich man's white horse 
which has been stolen by the giant. While trying 
to retrieve the "ten-mile stepper", Mutzmag is 
captured by the giant. She escapes using her wits 
and inherited knife, unties the beautiful white 
horse and rides off into the darkness of the 
mountainside. She receives a generous reward 
and lives the rest of her life comfortably and 
happily. 

Richard Chase's relatively short version of 
Mutzmag, published in Grandfather Tales is 
based on an English folk tale entitled "Mollie 
Whuppie." It can be read in just a few minutes. 
Davenport's version, however, is 53 minutes long. 
He develops the story slowly and deliberately, 
adding, changing, and deleting some scenes and 
elements found in Chase's version. For example, 
he does not include a bird and a fox that talk to 
Mutzmag in the printed version but he adds a 
scene in which the three girls meet a neighbor of 
the witch's who warns them ofthe trouble ahead. 
Davenport also fills this film with many details 
that add atmosphere and a sense of realism -
discarded human skulls by the witch's house, the 
newspapers used as wallpaper in the mother's 
cabin, and the carefully selected locations- houses, 
barns, woods, river, ridges, etc. In fact, the rugged 
environment also plays an important role ulti
mately contributing to the destruction of the witch 
and giant. 

Mutzmag is the storyteller in this film. Played 
by high school sophomore Robbie Sams, her voice
over provides continuity and structure and at the 
end ofthe film, she speaks directly to the audience 

Mutzmag and her half sisters played by Michelle 
Johnson and Eve Moennig (right) 



as she sits on the porch ofthe neat white house she 
has purchased with her reward money. This film 
is visually rich - one is constantly reminded of the 
ruggedness, massiveness, and isolation ofthe Ap
palachian mountains in fall. Visual textures con
stantly fill the frame -- the wood in Mutzmag's 
mother's cabin, the greens and browns of the 
forest and garden, the bizarre images from inside 
the witch's house and the neatness of the king's 
house. Davenport treats the people, their dialects 
and their accents with respect and authenticity. 
The actor who plays Poll, Eve Moenning, a theater 
major at Northwestern University, developed an 
"accent" for her role that is convincing. This is very 
refreshing after hearing the exaggerated and ste
reotypical characters in The Beverly Hillbillies 
and other popular culture portrayals ofthis region. 
Davenport's choices to use "non-professional" ac
tors for some of the key roles also lends credibility 
and authenticity to this work. 

Throughout her adventures in this film, 
Mutzmag shows the independence and self-suffi
ciency that characterize much literature about life 
in the Appalachian region. She solves her prob
lems by thinking quickly and using meager tools to 
outwit the gullible, cannibalistic giant and witch. 
Mutzmag also displays a loyalty to her superficial 
and inconsiderate sisters even though they mis
treat her. They do not even acknowledge that 
Mutzmag saved them from being eaten by the 
giant and witch. 

Again, as with his earlier films, Davenport has 
succeeded in giving us a thoughtful version of a 
traditional Appalachian folk tale, one that re
spects the region and its people. There is violence 
on-screen with the death of the witch, the fight 
between the witch and giant, off-screen when the 
giant breaks the necks of the witch's daughters-
and the results of violence-- the witch's head in a 
bucket. This violence is not gratuitous though and 
works well with the plot by adding some spicy 
entertainment and scariness that kids (from-10 to 
adult according to the accompanying material) 
love. My eleven-year-old daughter saw this film 
and just happened to remember she had some
thing to do in the next room during certain scenes 
(such as chopping up skinned and bloody squirrels 
for the giant's supper) and just happened to return 
at the end of those scenes. She watched this movie 
intently, deeming it "cool" when it was over. 

Beyond the scope of this review, but interesting 
to point out, are some issues related to fairy and 
folk tales. Folklorists, psychologists, scholars, 
media critics, and educators who study storytelling 
and its effects on our society often point out the 
racist and sexist components of folk and fairy tales. 
There is also concern over whether or not certain 
folk tales have harmful elements -- such as vio
lence and negative stereotypes. Thus, inMutzmag 
Davenport walks a thin line between portraying 
the people of Southern Appalachia stereotypically 
or portraying them with respect, authenticity, 
realism, and dignity while using the exaggerated 
characters necessary to a folk tale. 

That is Davenport's risk but he handles it well 
and gives us a view of Appalachia that is visually 
rich, with interesting characters -- most of all, the 
independent, self-confident Mutzmag portrayed 
sensitively and believably by Robbie Sams. This 
film will be enjoyed in and of itself simply as a piece 
of high quality and unique entertainment. That 
may be enough for most audiences. But it is much 
more. M utzmag will be used in many settings from 
public libraries to schools, to serve as an agenda for 
discussions of storytelling, Appalachia, folk stud
ies, the relationships between film and print, or 
any other topic which a creative teacher or film 
programmer may feel is relevant. 

For more information contact Davenport 
Films, Inc., Rt. 1, Box 527, Delaplane, Vir
ginia 22025. 

Edward L. Counts is an independent animator 
and professor of media services at Western Ken
tucky University in Bowling Green, Kentucky. 

Sweet Dreamer: 
Six Small Surprises 

George Lellis 
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Robert F. Landau. 35mm. B/W. Dolby 
Sound. 33m. 

Motion pictures by their nature defY death. 
They bring inanimate images to seeming life, 
preserve the youth of stars and other perform
ers, and challenge, if only through poetic anal
ogy, the transience of lived experience. Movies 
about death, dying and mourning may not often 
be crowd-pleasers, but have always provided a 
special opportunity to those filmmakers who 
understand the medium's affinity for the sub
ject. Robert F. Landau's 33-minute film, Sweet 
Dreamer, portrays with a quietly audacious mix
ture of drama and comedy the effects of a father's 
death on a seemingly ordinary Jewish family. 
We experience this North Carolina filmmaker's 
exploring of the family's grieving process as a 
series of overlapping and pleasant surprises. 
They may be small surprises, but they add up to 
a satisfYing whole. 

On some levels, Sweet Dreamer is a conven
tional, even somewhat academic movie. It is, in 
the traditional sense, well-scripted, well-acted, 
and technically precise, almost to the point of 

A still from Robert F. Landau's film Sweet Dreamer. 

being a bit fussy. Although one doubts if Sweet 
Dreamer will ever be considered a ground-break
ing or limit-stretching work, let us suggest none
theless a half-dozen ways in which it goes beyond 
conventional expectation. The small audacities 
described below give equal pleasure on second or 
third sight, so that to outline them as follows 
should in no way spoil a reader's eventual view
ing of it: 

Surprise #1: Landau begins his dramawith 
the kind of scene one would expect to come at its 
climax. In the opening shots of Sweet Dreamer 
we see a thirty-ish man, Peter, at his father's 
deathbed. The father is on a life-support system, 
unconscious. The son is talking to him, trying to 
get him to wake up, slapping his cheek in the 
hope of rousing him, and gradually losing his 
composure when faced with the realization that 
his father will never revive. It is unnerving for 
the viewer to be plunged into such primal drama 
with so little preparation. This is the playwriting 
teacher's admonition, "Enter the scene late," 
practiced with a vengeance. 

Surprise #2: What starts as a morbid and 
depressing work gradually turns into a guarded. 
eccentric comedy. With such a strong beginning, 

one wonders how Landau will develop his drama. 
The story that follows seems somewhat 

directionless, as the filmmakerfirstquicklytakes 
us through the father's death, burial, and post
funeral reception, then decisively changes tone 
in the developments that follow. Peter and his 
sister, Nan, are staying with their mother follow
ing the funeral. During scenes of breakfast, 
conversations, television watching, and house
hold tasks, we catch glimpses of the father 
sitting in his living room chair. At first we alone 
seem aware of his presence, then gradually we 
see the characters behaving as if they see him 
but are afraid to comment about it to each other. 
Finally there is a series of nervous discussions, 
first between Peter and Nan, then with the 
children and their mother, in which they all 
acknowledge seeing dad in his chair. The mother 
says, "It's a miracle!" 

Landau's break with realism unnerves the 
viewer. There is no indication that daddy who is 
sitting in a chair is a ghost or a hallucination, nor 
any other conventional, if paranormal, phenom
enon: he is just there. If, as Daniel Percheron 
has suggested, fear and laughter are "the two 
great polarized drives ofthe cinema," then laugh-

ter becomes a signal of non-belief, the audience's 
defense against something it wishes not to ac
cept. With the unexplained appearances of the 
father, Sweet Dreamer skids into a realm of 
uncomfortable comedy. When Nan makes the 
solemn statement to her mother, "Peter and I 
have something we have to tell you," we are 
uneasily adrift, not knowing whether indeed it is 
a joyous miracle, or a horrible form of denial. The 
scene is darkly funny, and made all the more so 
by Landau's precise framing of the shot whereby 
the mother is combing her hair in the foreground, 
with her two awkward children lined up in the 
background of screen left. 

When daddy finally rises from his after-death 
coma, he is wearing a bow tie and jaunty fedora, 
talks like a stand-up night club entertainer, and 
wants nothing more than a dry martini. (That's 
"martini," as he pronounces it, with the middle 
syllable extended--"mar-tiiii-ni." This "ghost" 
turns out to be practicing his own denial, and 
needs to be convinced that indeed he is no longer 
alive. Sweet Dreamer ends with the restoration 
of order characteristic of all classic comedy. Like 
the family, we, the audience, finally feel at peace 
when he dies for good. 

Surprise #3: The film both honors and inverts 
the cinematic traditions of expressionism and 
the Scandinavian art film. Thematically, Sweet 
Dreamer explores a realm comparable to that 
involved in the cinema of Carl Dreyer or Ingmar 
Bergman, or more recentlyinAndrei Tarkovsky. 
Landau evokes a whole line of film dealing with 
questions of faith and skepticism, uncertain 
belief in sense perception, and the experience of 
dying. 

What Landau so nicely achieves is to take a 
common human experience--i.e, that uncom
fortable feeling of a loved one's presence even 
after he has died, that mirage of a familiar figure 
who may seem to haunt a room even after her 
absence--and render it through images that are 
both concrete and analytical. 

Sweet Dreamer provides for a rich sensory 
experience, being shot in striking 35mm black
and-white, Dolby sound, and standard theatri
call.85:1 widescreen. Landau and his cinema
tographer, Bruce Lane, emphasize close-ups and 
two-shots at the expense of fully defined loca
tions, create tension through framing and static 
composition .rather than through camera move
ment, and use carefully lit, stark black and white 
photography. Stylistically as well as themati
cally the movie recalls the austerity and inten
sity of the Ingmar Bergman-style art film. Like 
the best Bergman or Dreyer, it is fully cinematic 
even while it is intensely theatrical. Yet it is 
anything but an empty, derivative homage, for 
without parody or pastiche, it gives the serious 
situation a funny spin. 

Surprise #4: Landau's Jewish setting is not 
an arbitrary or autobiographical trimming. but 
rather an integral part of the work's thematic 
program. Sweet Dreamer is in its own way a 
movie about resurrection, and it deliberately 
evokes the Christian concept of resurrection. 
During the post-funeral gathering, for example, 
the mother tells a story about a white chocolate 
rabbit her husband had once brought home. She 
had been saving it for a table decoration, but 
found it the next morning in the refrigerator 
with its head bitten off. The culprit--possibly 
Peter, possibly Nan, and possibly papa--was 
never identified. Although no one calls it an 
Easter bunny (and indeed, Nan refers to the 
white rabbit she later decapitates in front of her 
resurrected father simply as a "candy bar"), it is 
clearly a signifier of Easter. Similarly, although 
Landau gives him a disclaimer, ''What am I 
doing here?--I must be nuts!", and concludes the 
scene with a young boy ambiguously giving 
Peter a star of David, Peter near the end of the 
movie finds himself grieving in a Christian 
church. Dad's line in the scene that follows, "I 
feel great, never better; you can roll away the 
stone" further establishes the analogy to the 
risen Christ. 

Yet what is Judaism but a faith that denies 
Christian resurrection? The characters' ethnicity 
thus redoubles the movie's themes, for ulti
mately Sweet Dreamer suggests papa's resur
rection is a fantasy. Indeed, who is the sweet 
dreamer of the title--Papa? Mama, with her 
belief in miracles? or one of the kids? 

Surprise# 5: The movie invites. but does not 
reguire. a self-reflexive reading. Although there 
are no direct indications that Sweet Dreamer is 
necessarily autobiographical, one suspects it 
may well be Landau's own act of mourning for a 
loved one. If this is the case, then Landau is 
doing, in an analogous way, the same thing as 
his characters: conjuring up the image of the 
loved one so that one may put him to rest all the 
more firinly. Our position as the audience is 
remarkably similar: just as Pop's apparition is 
a fantasy projection for Mom, Nan and Pete, 



movies in general function as wish fulfillments 
for their spectators. 

Surprise #6: The movie's multiple. complex 
details in no way distract from or substitute for 
its dramatic coherence. Robert F. Landau con
structs Sweet Dreamer around a number of vi
sual and verbal patterns and leitmotifs that 
reinforce and complement one another. Sleep
ing and death, for example, are compared or 
conflated, as in the scene in which Peter falls 
asleep in the chair, watching television, forming 
a kind of mirror image ofhis father in the chair 
near him. "I must have dozed off," Peter says to 
his sister, on awaking. "Looks like you died oft'' 
she mumbles in response (a line executed, by the 
way, as a beautifullyunemphasized throwaway.) 
On a similar note of black humor near the end, 
when pop asks for his martini, he refers to 
wanting a "stiff' drink. 

Visually, Landau repeatedly emphasizes the 
world of the household: domestic appliances like 
vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, kitchen sinks 
and radios continually reappear. The father has 
become, in his own benign way, another house
hold appliance who remains there because that 
is where he belongs. Sweet Dreamer's exclusion 
of the outside world, except for the scenes sur
rounding the funeral and Peter's church visit, 
cause the physical house to function as a meta
phor for the family's internal life. AE they turn 
inward with reflection and personal memory, 
the enclosed space seems to be all they experi
ence, its geometry of right angles and interior 
framings ever present and hovering over the 
action, made all the more emphatic by the black 
and white photography. 

Finally, Sweet Dreamer is filled with indi
vidual sights and sounds that grab attention in 
themselves, even while they also contribute to 
the whole. In one striking transition, Landau 
cuts from the sound of a vacuum cleaner to that 
of a Hebrew chant, suggesting in the process the 
housework as a kind of praying, and in the 
prayer a kind of cleaning. In our first view of the 
resurrected Papa, Landau shoots the image of 
him in the chair through a glass into which Pete 
is apparently pouring orange juice. It is a tech
nically flashy shot, but the foreground obstruc
tion conveys the sense of the father's presence 
being felt only gradually. And finally, in the 
movie's last image, the filmmaker shows Mama 
whisperingintoherhusband'sear," ... amiracle!" 
This clearly recapitulates the image, seen ear
lier, of Nan at her father's deathbed leaning over 
hisearandsaying, ''Weallloveyou. And it's O.K. 
You can go now." The visual rhyming of the two 
shots fits precisely and poetically. 

In short, Robert Landau's Sweet Dreamer is 
an original, an unlikely blend of Scandinavian 
art movie, Woody Allen-like humor, and The 
Twilight Zone. Its constant sense of invention 
raises what could have been a banal one-act 
domestic drama to something both fully cin
ematic and dramatically satisfYing. What is 
more, it takes grandiose themes--the presence of 
the dead among the living, the question of faith 
and doubt, the body as signifier--and scales them 
down to directly human terms. Its lighter side 
undercuts its pretensions. What it may lack in 
experimentation or spontaneity it more than 
makes up for in good ideas, in directness and 
conviction, and with a pristine, measured justice 
of form, technique and performance. Sweet 
Dreamer may not be a miracle, but it's no small 
feat. 

Sweet Dreamer is distributed by Tera 
Nova Films, Chicago, TI. 

George Lellis is Assistant Dean and Professor 
of Communications at Coker College in Hartsville, 
South Carolina. 

Since 1951, the International Bienal. of Sao Paulo, Bra
zil, has been a fixture of the Latin American art world. Every 
other year for four decades, forward-looking artists from all 
countries and all cultures have travelled to this largest of 
South American cities to share their work with audiences 
eager for bold ideas and new perspectives. From Finland, 
Italy, Japan, Kenya, and the U.S., visual and performance 
artists have come to take part in what has become the leading 
cultural event in South American. Last year's festival, the 
21st International Bienal, located in and around Sao Paulo, 
was the biggest yet: nearly half a million people attended art 
exhibits, concerts, and the greatest number of intermedia 
events in the Bienal's history. 

Did you go? Did you even hear about it? Probably not. 
While we Northerners have long recognized Central and 
South American's contribution to things like good food and 
sexy dancing, we've only recently begun to appreciate the full 
range of cultural diversity that our southern neighbors have 
to offer, and we're still not attuned to that "other" America. 

Fortunately, t:Pere are people working hard to change 
that. Mary Luft is one of them. She's the founder and director 
of Miami's Tigertail Productions, an organization gaining a 
solid reputation for its pioneering work in presenting new art 
activity in Florida, particularly in the area of North/South 
cultural exchange. 

Founded in 1979, Tigertail has sponsored and/or pro
duced a slew of exciting events: a Composers in Perfor
mance series; several film and intermedia festivals; the 
critically lauded New Music American Miami Festival; and, 
since 1986, an ongoing series of performance events on both 
American continents loosely titled South American Projects. 

It was because of these South American projects that 
Tigertail was invited to participate in the 21st International 
Sao Paulo Bieriial. "It was a very special opportunity for a 
Florida organization to be involved in a highly visible 
project," said Luft. "It's part ofTigertail's ongoing commit
ment to act as a gateway for South American and Miami." 

Luft's group responded to the invitation by producing 
The Listening Room, a new music audio environment built to 

order in the Bienia! Building in Ibirapuera Park in Sao Paulo. 
Gustavo Matamoros, Executive Director of the South Florida 
Composers Alliance, selected 100 works from over 1,000 
submitted by contemporary U.S. composers, and made eight 
eight-hour programs from them. The 16' x 20' ropm, de
signed by Florida architect Bernard Zyscovich, was filled 
with the sounds of new, primarily North American, music 
from early in the morning until late in the evening for the 
entire run of the Bienia!. Visitors to The Listening Room 
heard works by Milton Babbitt, Lois Vierk, Marilyn Crispell, 
Paul Dresher, John Cage, and many others. Most of the 
composers performed their own works for the project, and 
about half of the works received their worldwide premier in 
The Listening Room. 

The exhibit was a rarity, even for culturally sophisti
cated Sao Paulo, and was so enthusiastically received that 
Radio Cultura, Sao Paulo's equivalent of public radio, pro
duced two programs incorporating music from The Listening 
Room with interviews with Luft, Matamoros, and Russell 
Frehling, an audio sculptor and Tigertail associate. Frehling 
had created another Tigertail project for the Bienal, a sound 
environment in an escalator shaft. The programs aired not 
only on Brazillian radio, but on WRLN, public radio in 
Miami, earlier this year. 

Miami seems to be the perfect place for an organization 
like Tigertail. Even though it's firmly part of the U.S., with 
its ever-present European influences, the Pastel City sits 
close enough to the rich lands of the southern hemisphere to 
be able to take full advantage of them. As Luft says, "Because 
of our geographical location--at the tip of a peninsula-
Miami has a very special orientation to the Caribbean and to 
Central and South America." 

Yes, indeed. 
For more information please contact Mary Luft, 

Tigertail Productions, 842 N.W. Ninth Court, Miami, 
Florida 33136. 

Paula Barish is a writer, director and actor living in 
Columbia, S.C. She is currently producing the children's 
program Stuff & Nonsense for the South Carolina Educa
tional Radio Network. 

Photographs of The Listening Room, a new music audio environment in Sao Paulo. 



Produced and directed by Lisa Napoli. 1992. 
Video. Color 27m. 

Rodney Stevens 

In the opening credits of this handsome and entertaining 
documentary, Napoli states that South of the Border is "for 
anyone who has driven on I-95, and hasn't stopped." 

Shortly thereafter, Napoli's declaration is visu~lly explained 
through drive-by shots of some of the many billboard~ that 
proclaim-- in puns and hype-- what South of the Border IS and 
why you must stop to buy, see, o~ rid~ it .. I shou~d ad.d that t~e 
billboards start at nearly 100 rmles m mther directiOn of this 
Mexican theme park which is near Dillion, South Carolina. 

During a recent trip, I briefly stopped at the park myself. I 
noticed three types of visitors; those that live nearby and drop 
in almost every day; those that stop just to get some gas or go 
to the bathroom, and those that love the place. 

Napoli questions people from all three categories. She also 
interviews waitresses, hotel maids, reservation clerks, and 
security personnel. She even talks with Alan Schafer, the 
founder ofthe park. Schafer, who is ageless, soft-spoken, and 
Southern, opened South of the Border in 1950.1 And there was 
no time, he tells us, when his rides, hotels, and restaurants 
weren't equally opened to all races. 

Napoli does an admirable job of eliciting telling respons.es 
from Schafer's employees. Note the warm vocal tones, the bnef 
silent moments, and the endearing facial expressions that 
Napoli captures when employees and former employees con
verse about their benevolent "Mr. Schafer." 

Napoli's interviewing style is completely non-threatening. 
Her demeanor is calm, jovial, and even sensual. It's little 
wonder that everyone from kids to senior adults open up to her. 
Even people who are hastening to get into cars take a few 
moments to say a little something or just to wave. 

What also puts people at ease is that Napoli's questions 
spring more from curiosity than sociology; yet; there are 
sundry sociological points in the video. They often are not 
obvious, but they are certainly there. 

For instance, one might ask, while viewing this work, why is 
the racial climate -- among blacks, whites, and Native Ameri
cans (mostly Lumbee and Cherokee)-- so harmonious at, of all 
places, a Mexican theme park? 

And when Napoli talks with the Chief of Security (who's 
photographed at a di~cult ~ut apt angle; for he appears ~.be 
towering even as he dnves his car) he speaks warmly of his JOb 
as part policing and part public relations. 

People feel no inhibition about saying how much fun they are 
having at what is definitely not a high-tech complex. (People 
also have no problem telling her-- but, ironically, always with 
good humor-- that the place is "tacky," that the ''bathrooms are 
filthy," that the "food leaves a lot to be desired," and that "the 
only thing worse than sin is bad taste.") . 

The music editing deserves some words of commendatiOn. 
Appropriately enough, the music for the video is supplied by 
Herb Albert and the Tijuana Brass. Given that most of us 
quickly tire of Albert's music, N a~oli and company are careful 
not to over-play his brassy strams. Instead, the melodies 

Stills from Lisa Napoli's video South of the Border 
enhance scenes, smooth over the cuts, and provide some 
counterpoint. A fine example of the latter occurs when, as 
"Tijuana Taxi" plays we see a stand of Pedro's African sculp
tures. The sign reads, "Buy African carvings and help the 
starving people." Now I suspect it is not meant to be funny; ~or 
there is horrid starvation in Africa. But with the make-shift 
sign and stand, their location at South of the Border, and that 
bit of music going in the background, one cannot help but 
chuckle. 

Praise should also go to videographer Tim Taylor. Without 
fail (or almost so), his lens is sharp, his composition balanced, 
and his movement judicious. And this is no ordinary feat when 
one considers that most of the shooting was done outside and 
unrehearsed on a hot Labor Day Weekend. 

A fine example of Taylor's talents can be seen when Napoli 
stops to talk with one of the members of the 300-strong Reeves 
Family Reunion (which, for the second straight year, has been 
held at South of the Border). Proudly and spontaneously, the 
man shows Napoli the family's history book, which he wrote. 
As he talks and flips through the pages, Taylor's hand is so 
steady and his lens so keen that we can easily read portions of 
the printing. 

South of the Border is not without its faults, however. The 
opening shot of the park fro~ acros~ a wide. field is fuzzy ~d 
pointless. A closer and shghtly higher VIew of the entire 
complex would have been far more logical and visually telling. 

The color, which is rich and accurate during most of the video, 
is unusually bad in some shots. In the restaurant scenes, for 
example, I have rarely seen food and food preparations shot in 
such zestful, mouth-watering hues. Yet, one of the people 
interviewed harbors a blue, alien-like complexion. 

Though the microphone is clearly visible in a couple of shots, 
I was not unduly bothered by it. I was bothered, however, by 
the phony zooming back-and-forth shot near the end of the 
video. That take should have been tossed into video oblivion. 

Inquiries about the video should be addressed to 
Catalyst Communications, 3803 Parkwood Drive, 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27403. 

Rodney Stevens is a writer living in Columbia, S.C. 

Stills from Lisa Napoli's video 
South of the Border 



A stll from Abraham Ravett's film Everything's for You 

Lisa I 

If you think members of the Academy have a tough 
job, try being a judge at a festival of low-budget 
independent and student films. 

At the Carolina Film and Video Festival in Greens
boro, and dozens of other competitions like it across 
the country, you're seeing work that has this much in 
common: it will never make it to your local mall 
theatre, and it could very well have put the creator 
into debt that will never be recouped. 

The films varied from a minute and a half long to 
just under an hour. They ranged from clay anima
tion to high-tech computer animation, from Fellini
esque short fantasies laden with symbols to classic 
narrative story-telling, from your standard PBS 
type nature documentary to an experimental explo-
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ration of a father-son relationship. 
Most ofthese works are driven by passion, though 

in some cases it's more apparent than others. 
And they prove that no matter how much (or how 

little) your budget, if you don't have anything to say, 
your film won't work. 

I was the local member of a three-person panel, 
which included filmmaker Iverson White of Mil
waukee and high-definition TV producer Michael 
Murphy of New Orleans. 

We were charged with awarding honors after 
screening 41 films in two days. (The bleary-eyed 
festival committee, comprised of UNC-G faculty 
member Michael Frierson and a panel of film stu
dents, had thankfully pre-screened the 253 entries 
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from around the nation, 100 of which had arrived just a week and a 
half before the show.) 

Unlike many similar showcases, there were no rules or regula
tions: what won, and why, was up to us. 

No categories based on genre, no differentiation between films and 
videos, no differentiation between student and independent films--
unless we wanted it that way. 

As the type A member of the jury, this lack of structure made my 
head swim, especially after the first night of films. In those four hours 
we saw a slickly produced half-hour NYU student thesis, a lyrical 
music video about the black experience, and a hilarious short 
animated film depicting a day in the life of the grim reaper. 

And you thought it was impossible to compare Silence of the Lambs 
with The Prince of Tides. 

"How can we judge student works with independent works? That 
doesn't seem fair," I mused, during a late night, post-screening beer. 

"Of course you can compare them," observed the sagacious Iverson, 
who is not only a veteran of many festivals but who teaches film to 
college students. "There's no difference. It's the story-telling that 
counts, and the motivation behind it." 

He had a point. The execution wasn't as important as what was 
being said--and how it was being said. Of course, much of America 
would probably disagree. 

At eight the next morning, the three of us crammed into a 
university conference room, viewing that evening's 5 and 11 pm 
shows so all we had to sit through was the 7 and 9. 

Since it was just us, we decided we could stop a film if we thought 
we'd had enough. 

After ten minutes of a beautifully shot, but uninspired, documen
tary on killer whales, Iverson exercised the call, and we agreed. We'd 
gotten the gist of it. 

After four minutes of Roadside Attraction comprised of interviews 
recounting various road-kill experiences (literally ad nauseam) in
tercut with shots of the road, I dropped my bran muffin and screamed 
out for mercy. 

The Death of Mr. Frick and Other Hardships by Mark Edgington is 
a beautiful look at a brother and sister who have a difficult summer. 
The cinematography was superb, the script both moving and hu
morous, and the kids absolutely believable. 

Whew! Comparing apples and oranges is tough work, particularly 
when you know how much goes into making any film--whether you 
care for it or not. 

Soon, we were being whisked to the 24-hour diner by David 
Gatten and Michael Frierson, who predicted a late night of judging. 

They sat in one booth, and we, the jury, sat in another, left to 
deliberate. 

After some debate, some waffling, and some chocolate ice cream, 
we decided not to categorize and just comprise a list of our five 
favorite works. 

Not long after, we sent up that figurative puff of white smoke and 
gave the festival directors our verdict. 

Hands down, the three of us agreed on Grim, the animated grim 
reaper short by John Schnall of New Jersey. First place. 

Same with The Death of Mr. Frick, though we did think there were 
a few spots where it dragged. Second place. 

The surprise was Everything's for You which showed up on all of 
our top-five lists, despite our initial criticisms. Third place. 

Michael and I liked Fishmonger, while Iverson and Michael liked 
Divine Departure, a stunning piece of animation by student Jeff 
Bloomer ofMichigan that I respected but couldn't follow. Honorable 
mentions. 

There was some debate about Goodnight, Alden a civil war 
narrative by JeffLeighton ofRaleigh, Falloff, an experimental short 
by Brian Fuller and Billie Rodrigue of Greensboro, and Viewfinder, 
based on a short story by Raymond Carver and produced by a film 
collective out of Dallas. (I loved it but didn't have much support.) 

Judges' choice. 
All told, we took about 45 minutes to an hour. Even though we are 

three very different people with extremely different backgrounds, 
we sought similar qualitites and had common reactions. It wasn't 

Still from John Schnall's animated film Grim A still from Ellen Piskorski's The Misogynist Fishmonger Still from John Schnall's animated film Grim 
(Photograph by Piskorski) 

David Gatten, one of the festival coordinators, looked at me with 
surprise. 

"I thought you would have loved that one," he said, figuring that 
since I made a documentary about the world's tackiest tourist trap, 
South of the Border, I liked a wide range of tasteless commentary. 

"Time for the hour-long film," David said sadistically, turning to 
cue Charlie the projectionist. 

"Uh-oh," I thought, remembering our "out" clause. 
Everything's for You was a strange, almost self-indulgent experi

mental documentary exploring the relationship between the film
maker, Hampshire College film professor Abraham Ravett, and his 
now-deceased father, a survivor of the Holocaust. 

Slick it wasn't. Easy to watch it wasn't. Slow and laborious it was. 
But we never stopped it, always wanting to see what would happen 
next. 

The Misogynist Fishmonger, by a Boston-based independent named 
Ellen Piskorski, worried us at first. 

"I hope it isn't as didactic as the title," sighed Iverson. 
It turned out not to be, this gritty, experimental satire of a classic, 

woman-hating sleaze, which, if made by a man, would have been 
'politically incorrect'. 

We broke for lunch, and then screened Iverson's film, Dark Exodus 
about the impact of a lynching on a black family in 1918. 

I was excited that the fllm was as brilliant and complex as Iverson. 
It's disappointing when someone you admire creates work you can't 
watch. 

It's equally distressing to watch something that has cost a great 
deal of money and has nothing to say. 

We saw several of these during the festival, thesis films from 
students at NYU or USC with credits and budgets a mile long that 
said little more than "Pick me, Hollywood! I can play the game!" 

I feel myself getting more subversive in my old age. 
Not that all NYU thesis films were shallow displays of technique. 

what was most popular or entertaining as it was what made us 
think, what stayed with us after the film was over. 

We might still be deliberating if that hadn't been the case. 
We left dissemination of prize money to those in charge, and went 

home to rest our weary eyes. 
Needless to say, at the Saturday night 'best offestival' screening, 

there were those who disagreed. One woman in the bathroom, 
unaware that I was a judge, complained about how disgusting that 
"fish movie" was. 

"Didn't you get it?" I asked. "It was a spoof--he was the dictionary 
definition of misogynist." 

"See, I don't know what that means," she said sheepishly. 
Many other people were put out by what I heard a few call that 

"foreign movie", the long Everything's for You in which Abe Ravett 
occasionally uses Yiddish. As my friend Carol pointed out, the older 
you were, the more likely you were to understand. 

Of course, there were bound to be people like a student named 
Mike, who cornered me after the screening to find out why we didn't 
pick mainstream work like Randall Miller's Marilyn Hotchkiss 
Ballroom Dancing and Charm School, a Wonder Years send-up that 
was a display of the student filmmaker's contacts (William Hurt 
narrated; the thank-yous included Barbara Walters and Jamie Lee 
Curtis) more than his heart. 

Or The Howie Rubin Story about a nerd who has an active 
imagination, another exercise in spending money and a story you've 
seen a thousand times before. 

"They were entertaining," Mike insisted. "Some ofthe stuff you 
picked was so, so weird." 

I smiled as I started to explain the jury's position, proud of our 
choices and the fact they weren't obvious, or easily explained. 

Lisa Napoli is a producer, writer and marketing consultant living in 
Greensboro, North Carolina. 



It may not be a fair measure, but after watch
ing Louisiana Boys: Raised on Politics, this 
year's presidential candidates look more nonde
script than ever. Saxophone playing Bill Clinton 
isnomatchforcountrysingerJimmieDavis,and 
President Bush doesn't have a populist bone in 
his body. Even the now departed H. Ross Perot, 
a Texan and a conspiracy theorist whose .pr~s
ence in the race actually made it interesting, 
scored low on theatricality. That neither Clinton 
nor Bush offers the entertainment value of a 
Huey or Earl Long is undoubtedly to their credit. 
But how much more vigorous and deliriously 
engaging is politics Louisiana style, particularly 
when it's explored by Paul Stekler, Andrew 

is its varied mix of materials. Along with indel
ible images of Huey P. singing "Every Man a 
King" and Davis performing his farewell speech 
to the state legislature with a couple of guys 
singing back-up, we're treated to an eyeful of 
Crowley's annual Rice Festival, the site of fe
vered campaigning; a visit to the just created 
Louisiana Political Museum and Hall of Fame, 
now a tumble-down shack; a trip to 
Schwegmann's grocery, where shoppers bring 
their purchases home in brown bags printed 
with the likeness of Mr. Schwegmann's choice 
for Mayor; and a glimpse at the activities of the 
many Black neighborhood organizations in New 
Orleans, each with its own distinctive acronym, 

Raised On Politics 

each with its own particular slate of endorse
ments. 

Louisiana Boys' visual panorama is matched 
by a chorus of voices --all opinionated, and many 
given to irony. An array of interviews with 
"official" commentators, mostly people involved 
in politics either as consultants or scholars, offer 
their explanations of how things got to be the 
way they are. Supplementing their views are 
those of regular folks -- celebrants at the Rice 
Festival who describe their state's politicians as 
"disgusting" and "corrupt" a Cajun mayor who 
observes that in order to be elected in Southern 
Lou1siana the candidate must speak French and 
be a good cook; a fellow who dismisses Edwin 

Paul Stekler, Andrew Kolker and Louis Alvarez. 
1991. 16mm. Color. 52m. 

Kolker and Louis Alvarez in their fascinating 
documentary. 

What distinguishes Louisiana Boys: Raised 
on Politics from many other films of its kind is its 
refreshing combination of scholarship and hu
mor. History is typically enshrined in a reveren
tial tone that seems handed down from some 
impersonal Bureau of Actual Events. But Loui
siana Boys' directors see history and politics not 
as some solemn, sanctified order but as an emo
tionally charged process, rooted in the public's 
need for spectacle as much as for governance. 

Their irreverence is perfectly suited to a state 
whose officials have included such larger-than
life characters as Huey P. Long, the "Kingfish" 
himself; Jimmie Davis, who, after being elected 
governor, went to Hollywood and starred in a 
movie about his own campaign; Earl Long, who 
conducted a very public affair with stripper 
Blaze Starr and spent much ofhis term confined 
in mental institutions; and Edwin Edwards, the 
gambling, womanizing Cajun governor who 
boasted that he was undefeatable as long as he 
wasn't found in bed with a dead girl or a live boy. 

The archival materials that introduce us to 
these figures are brilliantly selected to support 
the directors' theme of politics as spectator sport. 
Louisana Boys isn't an all-archival documentary 
though. One of the things that makes it so lively 

(Top left and right and above) Stills from 
Louisiana Boys: Raised on Politics co-pro
duced by Paul Stekler, Andrew Kolker and 
Louis Alvarez. 

Linda Dubler 

Edwards' indictments with the announcement 
"Nothin' wrong with a little color." A finely 
written narration spoken by Eddie Kurtz is the 
unifYing thread that ties together these diverse 
voices and visions. 

For all its hilarity, Louisiana Boys deals with 
some very serious issues. Matters of race are 
explored in David Duke's noxious rise·to power, 
buoyed by a tide of segregationism deeply rooted 
in Louisiana's past, and in the crucible of New 
Orleans' politics, where African-Americans hold 
many top elected posts but lack the economic 
clout to effect real change. When populism is 
fueled by fear and hatred, when winning at the 
polls becomes a hollow victory, the democratic 
process is severely compromised. Does that 
trouble Louisianans, whose extraordinary voter 
participation has resulted in the election of an 
alternating succession of scalawags and high
minded reformers (the former often masquerad
ing as the latter)? "Hell no," commentator Gus 
Weill would probably answer. The state license 
plate identifies the place as a sportsman's para
dise. Politicians' paradise is more like it. 
For more information please contact Cen
ter for New American Media, 524 Broad
way, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10012. 

Linda Dubler is a film critic living in Atlanta, 
Georgia. 



WORKS IN PROGRESS 
Stephen Hank 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

Historical drama has never been this much fun. Stephen 
Hank, film professor at the University of New Orleans. 
wrote and directed the 55-minute fictionalized account of 
"voodoo queen" Marie Laveau's life. 

The 16mm film, The Widow Paris, portrays the dualis
tic life-style of a black woman whose legend has been 
firmly entrenched in the Southwest cultural circles. The 
film, produced by UNO adjunct faculty member Matthew 
Martinez, was shot during spring break of last year, as 
Hank hoped his film students could benefit from such a 
practical, hands-on experience. Hank said he tries every 
year to offer his film students the opportunity to play a role 
in the creative and technical process of filmmaking. "We 
feel that (filming)- particularly in New Orleans where it's 
a very attractive location for feature filmmaking - gives 
our students an opportunity to sign on board as production 
assistants in entry level positions in order to see up close 
on a feature film whether or not this is what they want to 
do as a career." 

Hank "loosely" based his screenplay on a novel by 
Francine Prose, as well as from his own research. One of 
the compelling motives for making The Widow Paris was 
the fact that no one-- apparently-- has ever made a movie 
about her. And Hank believes her controversial and 
influential character warrants it: "When I initially de
cided to make a film about Marie Laveau, I was intrigued 
by the conflicting opinions held about this historical figure 
in her own time and in the present day." 

The conflict centers on a fame that borders on disrepute; 

A still from Stephan Hank's film 
The Widow Paris 

while many more look upon her as a folk hero -- almost a 
saint," Hank said. "There are several fascinating ele
ments to her story; she was an African-American woman 
who attained unparalleled power in social and even politi
cal circles at a time when women and African-Americans 
were usually powerless." 

"In her early life," Hank continued, "Marie was a devout 
Catholic and a friend of one of the most beloved and 
revered priests in New Orleans history, yet she became 
the most famous voodoo queen in North America." 

Hank said the budget for making the film was so low 
that he would classifY The Widow Paris as a "no-budget 
film." The writer-director owes its "genesis" to a directive 
by the late department chairman George Wood, who 
called for a film that would create opportunities for minor
ity roles, as well as one with more creative work in design, 
sets and costume. Producer Martinez credited the greater 
community for making this "ambitious" film possible. He 
enumerated the numerous contributions and the enor
mous support coming from the New Orleans and Baton 
Rouge area, including the Kumbuka African Drum and 
Dance Collective, composer Stephen Dankner, various 
businesses and the Marie Laveau House of Voodoo. 
"Without this kind of help, this film would have cost over 
a $100,000 instead of about $10,000," Martinez added. 

The film features Erika Ganier in the title role, along 
with actors Dawn Neyland, Don Gross, Tito Brin, Terence 
Rosemore and Renny Temonia. Hank and Martinez, 
having completed shooting that comprised 24.scenes and 
8,000 feet of film, are looking to present the film to public 
outlets by the fall. 

For more information, contact Stephen Hank at UNO 
Department of Music, New Orleans, LA. 70148. 

Robby Henson 
Danville, Kentucky 

A still from Robby Henson's film Blood in the 
Water: The Life and Death of Bean Short 
(photo by Robby Henson) 

Henson is another filmmaker bent on exploring 
the myth of the outlaw/hero. His video, which is still 
being edited, is called Blood in the Water: The Life 
and Death of Bean Short. The film looks at the brief 
life and dramatic death of Civil War raider Bean 
Short, a man described by Henson as a "poor man's 
Jesse James." 

The film takes an interesting inside-out approach 
to the subject. Instead of merely documenting the life 
and times of the mercurial Short, Henson takes his 
camera to the very area where Short thrived and 
follows Dr. William Lynwood Montell, oral historian 
at Western Kentucky University. Montell's mission 
is to see if Bean Short stories survive in Turkey Neck 
Bend, a curl in the Cumberland River just above the 
Tennessee border in Kentucky. This is the place 
where Short raided and robbed after deserting the 
Confederate Army. One of the objectives of the video 
is to examine the persistence of oral histories. 

Short's life would best be characterized as vola
tile. He found himself involved in the divisive war, 
and he opted to desert. He subsequently went on a 
robbing spree, and he even killed a few people. His 
criminal reign ended when he was gunned down by 
Union vigilantes. An offshoot of this event was a 
report that his blood "ineradicably remained at the 
death site for 100 years," according to Henson. 

One definite vestige ofhis celebrity persists in the 
fiddle tunes of 90 year old Jim Bowles. The refrain 
of the song still sung along Turkey Neck Bend is 
"Bean Short will never be forgot." But Henson's 
contention is that Short is being forgotten, as our 
society has been bombarded by stimuli that interfere 
with our cultural inheritance. Despite the fact Tur
key Neck Bend saw no paved roads until the 1960s 
and has no railroad lines, its younger generation is 
cut off from its oral history. Henson relates the 
problem in terms of "satellite dishes, mobile homes 
and theN ashville Network." This project was funded 
through the Kentucky Educational Television Inde
pendent Production program. In addition, he re
cently received Southern Humanities Media fund
ing. It was shot on 16mm film and Hi-8 video and will 
be finished on video. 

Henson's film is expected to be completed this fall. 

For more information, write to Robby Henson, do 
Cicada Film, 27 Bedford Street, New York, New York 
10014 

George Georgas 

Elizabeth Hanson 
Charleston, South Carolina 

According to Elizabeth Hanson's forthcoming short 
film about the persevering "Southern Lady," rumors 
about her death have been greatly exaggerated. 
That is, the archetypal lady ofthe genteel Southern 
Society lives on. 

The anticipated 5-minute treatment, The South
ern Lady: Anything But Gone With the Wind, cel
ebrates this enduring persona by linking the lives 
and lore of women past and present. 

Hanson fashions the work as art imitating life. She 
presents real-life Charlestonian Liz Young as a point 
of comparison. Young is emblematic of Southern 
ladies past and present, as her geographic, social and 
emotional positions link her with the 19th Century's 
Elizabeth Alston Pringle, daughter of Governor Rob
ert E. W. Alston. 

Hanson hopes the film, which is not yet in produc
tion, will be shown on South Carolina Educational 
Television's 27: Fifty series and distributed nation
ally on the PBS network as well. Hanson said the 
project is designed to act also as a pilot for the public 
television series The Southern Lady: Image and 
Reality, and she said the ultimate goal is to have it 
aired on The American Experience. The first step in 
production is filming at theN athaniel Russell House 
in the summerof1992, and theneditingin Columbia, 
South Carolina. 

How important is preserving -- or at least clarifY
ing-- the image of the Southern Lady? Hanson sees 
her as "defined by diversity of artistic vigor and 
vitality." Her goal is to "explore glimpses of memory 
about the Southern lady's artistic experience in 
Charleston during the Civil War period and to under
stand how those memories persist and descend to the 
present day." 

The film proceeds not with a storyline but in a 
series of images enhanced with voice-over narration. 
The opening monologue records the significance of 
the subject: "The Southern Lady is a great American 
Story; she is anything but gone with the wind. But 
we are only just now beginning to understand her. 
The best way to see her significance and feel her 
tensions is to examine her world. In the art, the 
architecture, the gardens, the literature and diaries, 
the world comes to life around us. She is in Charles
ton now. A descendant of Southern Ladies, and a 
Southern Lady herself, Mrs. Joseph R. Young." 

The film continues with a discussion of Pringle's 
background. The narrator's descriptions ofher "su
perb education" and "rigorous code of behavior" are 
supported by the image of an actress portraying the 
young Miss Pringle writing in her diary. Through 
further narration, the viewer is apprised ofPringle' s 
inner and outer worlds. The voice of a descendant is 
inserted to enumerate the outer richness-- images of 
Charles Fraser's paintings, rooms, bookcases and 
instruments -- but also to invoke the inner conflicts. 
According to the descendant, "Southern Ladies have 
always had to contend with pressures. They man
aged demanding households, overcame difficult eco
nomic challenges, coped with the end of slavery and 
survived the Civil War." 

It is then mentioned that Pringle wrote a chronicle 
ofher life as a rice planter following the passing ofher 
father. The point here is to assail the stereotype of 
the Southern Lady as "fragile" and "dependent on 
the Southern Gentleman." 
For more information, contact Elizabeth Hanson at 
19 Wentworth Street, Charleston, SC 29401. 



, Benjamin von Cramon 
Columbia, South Carolina 

Parlaying a dynamic hobby into a forthcoming 
feature for public radio, Benjamin von Crarnon is 
proving work and play aren't mutually exclusive. 
Von Cram on began caving in 1988, and he decided 
to apply his hobby to the documentary medium. He 
wanted to film the caving experience, but he de
cided to instead tape the adventure for radio. 

Von Crarnon the producer didn't become von 
Crarnon the caver until a friend showed him a 
photographofaguysuspendedfromaropeinacave 
that was 600 feet deep. "I didn't realize the under
ground was strewn with Swiss-Cheesy, labyrin
thine worlds," he said. " I thought a cave was a 
cavern; something a bear goes into for hibernation. 
But those things stretch for miles and miles." 

He had never produced radio before, but he found 
himself "blown away" by radio people attending a 
producers' conference at WGBH in Boston. "I saw 

that this cave piece was more appropriate for radio 
than television," von Crarnon suggested. "It's more 
doable. It's easier to take a sound recorder and a 
stereo microphone (into the caves) than television 
equipment." 

To record the sounds accompanying cave explo
ration, von Crarnon merely taped as he and his 
cohorts proceeded through. Typically, his caving 
forays are of the "vertical" variety; that is, a person 
descends into a pit while being "rigged." He 
sometimes goes the "horizontal" route, which in
volves walking or swimming through. Either way, 
the advance is stimulating, lending itself to great 
natural reverberations. "I recorded whatever carne 
along: people tromping through mud, crawling 
through squeeze ways, grunting along and splash
ing through stream passages." 

He also recorded "music" made by adventurers 
who thump the calcite formations extending from 
the caves. Von Cram on said these calcite draperies 
respond to thumping as if they were tuning forks. 
He spent three days getting field sounds on tape, 
interspersing the natural music of the underground 
with the above ground. Van Crarnon said it was 

important to record above ground, for "it's a mental 
journey too; the mind is kind of like a cave." 

Von Crarnon, who is in post -production on this 
project, expects the audio to be 12-minutes long. He 
is sure it will air on South Carolina Educational 
Radio, but he also hopes it gets picked up by 
National Public Radio. He credits Les Mizzell, 
composer and sound effects engineer, with creating 
a dreamlike feel in the work. Von Cram on said such 
auditory upheaval is necessary to capture, because 
the senses do work overtime in caving. 

For more information contact Benjamin von 
Cramon at 7525 Millbrook Road, Columbia, SC 
29223. 

George Georgas is a master's student in English 
at the University of South Carolina in Columbia, 
South Carolina. 

CORRECTION 
Photographer Ernest C. Withers, Sr. should 
have been credited for the photograph on 
page 10 of the Spring, 1992 Independent 
Spirit regarding Steven J. Ross' work in 
progress, The 1968 Memphis Sanitation 
Strike. 

Open solicitation to film/video artists for the 1993-94 Southern Circuit, a tour of six artists who each travels ten 
days to eight southern sites and presents one show per city. There is no application form. Interested artists are 
simply asked to submit VHS, 3/4" or 16 mm film of at least 45 minutes in length in addition to resume and 
publicity for pre-screening in the selection process of artists for 1992-93 which concludes with a panel selection 
in April of six artists from a total of 40 finalists. Deadline for printed materials is January 15, 1993. Please send 
materials to South Carolina Arts Commission, Media Arts Center, 1800 Gervais Street, Columbia, SC 29201. 
Attn: Susan Leonard, Acting Director of the South Carolina Arts Commission Media Arts Center. 

ON THE COVER 

Stephanie Jones is the witch and Bart Whiteman is the giant in Davenport Films' 
production of Mutzmag: An Appalachian Folktale. 

INDEPENDENT SPIRIT is published by the South Carolina Arts Commission 
Media Arts Center with support from the National Endowment for the Arts and is 
distributed free of charge to media producers and consumers and other interested 
individuals and organizations, most of whom are located in the Southeast. Contri
butions pertaining to the INDEPENDENT SPIRIT or to the independent media 
community are welcome. All correspondence should be addressed to INDEPEN
DENT SPIRIT, South Carolina Arts Commission, 1800 Gervais Street, Columbia, 
SC 29201. The viewpoints expressed in this issue do not necessarily reflect the 
opinions of the South Carolina Arts Commission. 

The South Carolina Arts Commission is a state agency which promotes the 
visual, literary, performing and media arts in South Carolina. The SCAC Media Arts 
Center supports media artists and media arts in a ten state southeastern region, 
which includes Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia, as well as South Carolina. Both SCAC and 
SCACMAC receive funds from the National Endowment for the Arts. 

Susan Leonard, Editor Taj Shiben, Designer 
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